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Abstract. We examined the maximum bolometric peak luminosities during type I X-ray bursts from the persistent
or transient luminous X-ray sources in globular clusters. We show that for about two thirds of the sources the
maximum peak luminosities during photospheric radius expansion X-ray bursts extend to a critical value of
3.79±0.15×1038 erg s−1, assuming the total X-ray burst emission is entirely due to black-body radiation and the
recorded maximum luminosity is the actual peak luminosity. This empirical critical luminosity is consistent with
the Eddington luminosity limit for hydrogen poor material. Since the critical luminosity is more or less always
reached during photospheric radius expansion X-ray bursts (except for one source), such bursts may be regarded
as empirical standard candles. However, because significant deviations do occur, our standard candle is only
accurate to within 15%. We re-evaluated the distances to the twelve globular clusters in which the X-ray bursters
reside.
Key words. binaries: close — stars: individual (MX0513−40, 4U 1722−30, MXB1730−335, XB1733−30,
XB1745−25, MX1746−20, 4U 1746−37, GRS 1747−312, 4U 1820−30, H1825−331, A1850−08, 4U 2129+12) —
stars: neutron — globular clusters: individual (Liller 1, NGC1851, NGC6440, NGC6441, NGC6624, NGC6652,
NGC6712, NGC7078, Terzan 1, Terzan 2, Terzan 5, Terzan 6) — X-rays: bursts
1. Introduction
1.1. Type I X-ray bursts
Type I X-ray bursts (hereafter X-ray bursts, except when
needed) in low-mass X-ray binaries are thermonuclear run-
aways in freshly accreted material on the surface of a neu-
tron star (for a review see Lewin et al. 1993). The freshly
accreted matter is compressed and heated, on a time scale
of hours to days, to densities and temperatures adequate
for thermonuclear ignition. Due to the strong temperature
sensitivity of the nuclear reactions, the ignition nearly al-
ways results in a runaway process that leads to a sudden,
rapid (between about 1 to 10 sec) increase in the X-ray
flux. These X-ray bursts last generally for tens to hun-
dreds of seconds, and recur with a frequency (partly) set
by the supply rate of fresh fuel. The spectral hardening
during the X-ray burst rise and subsequent softening dur-
ing the decay reflect the heating and subsequent cooling of
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the neutron star surface. The X-ray spectra during the X-
ray bursts are consistent with black-body emission from a
compact object with a radius of approximately 10 km and
temperature between 1 and 2.5 keV.
Spikes with similar duration in X-ray light curves
have been seen in MXB1730−335, also known as ‘The
Rapid Burster’ (e.g. Lewin et al. 1993, and references
therein; this source also shows type I X-ray bursts), and
GROJ1744−28, or ‘The Bursting Pulsar’ (Lewin et al.
1996; Kommers et al. 1997), but these do not show the
characteristics of type I X-ray bursts (in particular, the
cooling during the decay). They are thought to be due
to sudden accretion events and are referred to as type II
X-ray bursts (Hoffman et al. 1978).
During some type I X-ray bursts the energy release is
high enough that the luminosity at the surface of the neu-
tron star reaches the Eddington limit. At that point the
neutron star atmosphere expands due to radiation pres-
sure. During expansion and subsequent contraction the
luminosity is expected to remain almost constant near the
Eddington limit. Since the luminosity scales as Lb ∝ R2T 4
for pure black-body radiation, the effective temperature,
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T , drops when the radius of the photosphere, R, ex-
pands. X-ray bursts with a photospheric radius expan-
sion/contraction phase are therefore recognized by an in-
crease in the inferred radius with a simultaneous decrease
in the effective temperature near the peak of an X-ray
burst, at approximately constant observed flux. The point
at which the neutron star atmosphere reaches the surface
again (i.e. at the highest effective temperatures) is called
‘touch-down’. When the expansion is large the tempera-
ture may become so low that the peak of the radiation
shifts to the UV wavelengths, and no or little X-rays are
emitted. Such photospheric radius expansion events (here-
after radius expansion bursts, except when needed) are
recognizable by so-called ‘precursors’ in the X-ray light
curves followed by a ‘main’ burst (Tawara et al. 1984;
Lewin et al. 1984).
We note that, although the X-ray burst spectra seem to
be adequately described by black-body emission, the ‘true’
emission from the neutron star and its close environment
is expected to be more complex. Electron scattering dom-
inates the opacity in the neutron star atmosphere, leading
to deviations from the original Planckian spectrum (van
Paradijs 1982; London et al. 1984, 1986; see also Titarchuk
1994; Madej 1997, and references therein). Similarly, elec-
tron scattering in a disk corona (e.g. Melia 1987) and/or
winds or outflows from the neutron star surface interacting
with the accretion disk (e.g. Melia & Joss 1985; Stollman
& van Paradijs 1985) can affect the original X-ray spec-
trum.
1.2. A standard candle?
Shortly after the discovery of X-ray bursts, van Paradijs
(1978) introduced the idea that the average peak luminos-
ity of type I X-ray bursts is a standard candle, presum-
ably the Eddington luminosity limit for the neutron star
photosphere. With that assumption, approximate neutron
star radii and distances could be derived for a sample
of X-ray bursters. Scaling the derived distances so that
they are symmetrically distributed around the Galactic
center at ≃9 kpc, van Paradijs (1981) found the average
peak (bolometric) luminosity to be 3×1038 erg s−1. Van
Paradijs (1981) realized that X-ray bursters residing in
globular clusters are important calibrators, since their dis-
tances can be determined independently. Their peak lumi-
nosity agreed with the above quoted value of the average
peak luminosity of Galactic center X-ray bursters. Verbunt
et al. (1984) redid this work, based upon a more exten-
sive sample of X-ray bursters. They found the average
peak luminosity of X-ray bursters not located in globular
clusters to be 3.5±1.0×1038 erg s−1, when taking for the
distance to the Galactic center a value of 8.5 kpc. For the
X-ray bursters in globular clusters a luminosity value of
4.0±0.9×1038 erg s−1 was derived, i.e. consistent with the
above value. A ‘standard candle’ value of 3.7×1038 erg s−1
was adopted. Cominsky (1981), on the other hand, as-
sumed that the black-body radius is the same for all X-
ray bursts and subsequently derived source distances and
X-ray burst peak luminosities. Again scaling the average
source distance to 9 kpc, peak luminosities between ≃1038
and ≃5×1038 erg s−1 were found.
Van Paradijs (1978, 1981) cautioned, however, that in
a few individual sources the scatter in the X-ray burst
peak luminosity was appreciable. It was therefore sug-
gested by Lewin (1982) to use instead only the bright-
est X-ray bursts. In this way the standard candle became
∼>5.5×1038 erg s−1. Of course, the problem arises that one
does not know whether the strongest X-ray bursts ob-
served are also the strongest ones possible. It seemed, how-
ever, that those X-ray bursts which showed clear photo-
spheric radius expansion do reach a ‘true’ critical luminos-
ity. But whether this critical luminosity is also a standard
candle was still questioned (Basinska et al. 1984). If that
would turn out to be the case one can in principle de-
termine the distances to sources which show clear radius
expansion bursts; for those sources whose X-ray bursts
do not show a radius expansion phase we can still deter-
mine an upper limit to the distance using the maximum
observed peak flux.
The thirteen persistent or transient luminous
(∼>1036 erg s−1) X-ray sources in twelve globular clusters
are all low-mass X-ray binaries (e.g. Verbunt et al. 1984;
Hut et al. 1992; White & Angelini 2001; in ’t Zand et al.
2001b). All but one (AC211 in NGC7078) have shown
type I X-ray bursts1, proving they harbour neutron stars.
Several of these X-ray bursts exhibited a photospheric
radius expansion phase (see, e.g., Lewin et al. 1993,
and references therein). We here show that the peak
luminosity of radius expansion bursts from about two
third of the X-ray bursters in globular clusters do indeed
reach an empirical critical luminosity, and may be used
as approximate standard candles for other sources.
2. Distances to 12 globular clusters
The distances to the twelve globular clusters have been
re-evaluated for the purposes of this paper, to ensure that
they are on an internally homogeneous system. We adopt
the luminosity level of the horizontal branch (or equiva-
lently the RR Lyrae stars) in the cluster as the fiducial
distance indicator, following Harris (1996).
The three key observational quantities needed to de-
duce the distance are then the apparent magnitude of the
horizontal branch, VHB, the foreground reddening, EB−V ,
and the metallicity, [Fe/H]. The best recent estimates for
these are listed in Table 1, either from the catalog of Harris
(1996)2 or from the more recent literature as listed indi-
vidually in the table.
1 During a recent outburst GRS1747−312 in Terzan 6
showed type I X-ray bursts (in ’t Zand et al. 2002, in prepara-
tion).
2 The online catalogue of Milky Way globular clus-
ter parameters was last revised on 1999, June 22 (see
http://physun.physics.mcmaster.ca/Globular.html).
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Table 1. Parameters per globular cluster needed for evaluating their distances, d. References: [1] Harris (1996), [2]
Pritzl et al. (2001), [3] Heasley et al. (2000), [4] Chaboyer et al. (2000), [5] Paltrinieri et al. (2001), [6] Idiart et al.
(2002), [7] Cohn et al. (2002), [8] Davidge (2000), [9] Origlia et al. (2002).
Cluster E(B − V ) VHB [Fe/H] ref (m−M)0 d (kpc)
NGC1851 0.02 ± 0.01 16.09 ± 0.05 −1.22 ± 0.1 [1] 15.41 ± 0.06 12.1 ± 0.3
NGC6440 1.07 ± 0.10 18.70 ± 0.20 −0.34 ± 0.2 [1] 14.63 ± 0.36 8.4 +1.5
−1.3
NGC6441 0.51 ± 0.05 17.51 ± 0.05 −0.53 ± 0.2 [1],[2] 15.21 ± 0.17 11.0 +0.9
−0.8
NGC6624 0.32 ± 0.03 16.10 ± 0.05 −0.63 ± 0.1 [3] 14.40 ± 0.11 7.6 ± 0.4
NGC6652 0.12 ± 0.02 15.96 ± 0.05 −0.90 ± 0.1 [1],[4] 14.92 ± 0.08 9.6 ± 0.4
NGC6712 0.33 ± 0.05 16.25 ± 0.05 −0.90 ± 0.1 [1],[5] 14.56 ± 0.16 8.2 ± 0.6
NGC7078 0.10 ± 0.02 15.83 ± 0.05 −2.25 ± 0.05 [1] 15.06 ± 0.08 10.3 ± 0.4
Terzan 1 2.00 ± 0.30 19.95 ± 0.20 −1.3 ± 0.2 [1],[6] 13.14 ± 0.95 4.3 +2.3
−1.5
Terzan 2 1.57 ± 0.15 20.30 ± 0.20 −0.40 ± 0.2 [1] 14.88 ± 0.51 9.5 +2.5
−2.0
Terzan 5 2.18 ± 0.20 22.26 ± 0.30 0.00 ± 0.2 [1],[7] 14.70 ± 0.69 8.7 +3.3
−2.4
Terzan 6 2.14 ± 0.20 22.25 ± 0.20 −0.50 ± 0.2 [1] 14.89 ± 0.65 9.5 +3.3
−2.5
Liller 1 3.13 ± 0.20 25.20 ± 0.30 −0.20 ± 0.2 [8],[9] 14.73 ± 0.69 8.8 +3.3
−2.4
The absolute calibration of distance follow the pre-
scription adopted by Harris (1996), namely
(m−M)0 = VHB −MV (HB)− 3.1 E(B − V ) (1)
where the absolute magnitude is a function of metallicity,
MV (HB) = 0.15[Fe/H] + 0.80 . (2)
We note that VHB and MV (HB) refer to the observed
mean level of the horizontal branch stars, and not the
(slightly fainter) level of the zero-age horizontal branch,
MV (ZAHB). The uncertainties in VHB,MV , and E(B−V )
have been added in quadrature to get the final uncertainty
in the distance modulus, (m−M)0. The dominant source
of uncertainty is either the VHB estimate or, for highly-
reddened globular clusters, the uncertainty in the redden-
ing. In some cases the errors are rather large; the last five
clusters in Table 1 have formal distance uncertainties that
are on the order of 30%.
In some other recent papers, a slightly steeper slope
for the relation between MV (HB) and metallicity [Fe/H]
is used (see, e.g., Chaboyer et al. 1998, where MV (HB) =
0.23 [Fe/H] + 0.83 is used). These relations are negligibly
different from Eq. (2) for the range [Fe/H] > −1 which
covers most of our clusters, and at worst gives a differ-
ence of ≃0.1 magnitude in the distance modulus for the
most metal-poor cluster in the list, a level which is within
the current uncertainties in the absolute distance scale for
globular clusters.
It is worth noting that the results for the distances
in Table 1 (d-values in the last column) are consistent
with the view that all these clusters, except for NGC 1851,
NGC6441 and NGC7078, are within the Galactic bulge:
they lie roughly in the direction of the Galactic center, and
have distances in the approximate range 8±2 kpc which
place them in the extended bulge region. Thus the very
rough assumption that d ∼ 8 kpc for all the clusters in our
Fig. 1. Interstellar absorption as derived from the known
relation between optical extinction and dust (and hydro-
gen) column densities (Predehl & Schmitt 1995) versus the
interstellar absorption as derived from X-ray spectral fits,
see text. We have indicated the different globular clusters
as follows, e.g.: N1851 = NGC1851, T1 = Terzan 1, and
L1 = Liller 1.
list, independent of other observational information about
their individual distances, would not give a calibration of
their X-ray burst luminosities that was grossly in error.
A strong correlation exists between the visual extinc-
tion, AV , and the dust (and hydrogen) column densities, if
there is no additional absorption within the binary itself:
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NH [cm
−2]/AV=1.79×1021 (Predehl & Schmitt 1995). In
Fig. 1 we show NH as derived from the optical extinction
towards the globular clusters in Table 1 (AV = 3.1E(B −
V )) using the above relation, versus NH as derived from
the X-ray spectral fits to the globular cluster source
spectra, see Table 2 (see also Sidoli et al. 2001). Most
lie close to the correlation, except A1850−08/NGC6712,
XB 1733−30/Terzan 1, and XB1745−25/Terzan 5. For
these latter sources the discrepancy may be partly due to
the X-ray continuum model used (XB 1733−30; see also
Sidoli et al. 2001, Table A.1), energy range used in the
X-ray spectral fitting (XB1745−25), or to intrinsic ab-
sorption near or in the binaries themselves.
3. Observations and analysis
For our investigation we analysed data obtained by
the Proportional Counter Array (PCA) onboard Rossi
X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE) and the Wide Field
Cameras (WFCs) onboard the ‘Satellite per Astronomia
X’ (BeppoSAX). RXTE and BeppoSAX have been opera-
tional for more than five years, and have observed most of
the bright globular cluster X-ray sources. We complement
these with results reported in the literature.
3.1. RXTE/PCA
The PCA (2–60keV; Bradt et al. 1993) combines a large
collecting area (maximum of ≃6500cm2) with high time
resolution (down to µs). This is ideal to study spectral
variations on short time scales, such as which occur dur-
ing X-ray bursts. We inspected light curves from the pub-
licly available RXTE database of globular cluster X-ray
bursters (up to January 2002, using the RXTE Master
Catalog) at 1 s time resolution using the data collected in
the Standard 1 mode. If more than one X-ray burst from
an individual source was found, we analysed the bright X-
ray bursts (which presumably reach the highest luminosity
and may exhibit photospheric radius expansion).
We (re)analysed the X-ray bursts seen by the
RXTE/PCA, all in a similar way, using the latest in-
formation available on the response of the instrument at
the relevant times. Data were recorded in various modes
(apart from the two standard modes) at high time reso-
lution. We used the data from the Burst Catcher (2ms
resolution; 4U 1722−30), Event (either 16, 125 or 500µs;
MX0513−40, MXB1730−335, 4U1820−30, 4U 2129+12),
or GoodXenon (4U1746−37, H1825−331)modes. The two
former modes provide data in 64 channels covering the
whole PCA energy range, while the latter provide data in
all 256 channels available. The GoodXenon modes data
were stored for every 2 s; the high count rates reached
during maximum of the X-ray bursts from 4U1746−37
and H1825−331 therefore resulted in data losses near the
end of the 2 s buffers. Spectra accumulated during these
data losses were not taken into account. During the X-
ray bursts reported here all Proportional Counter Units
(PCUs) were on, except for MX0513−40 (only PCUs
0,1,2,3 on) and 4U2129+12 (only PCUs 0,2,3 on). We cre-
ated time resolved spectra at 0.25 s resolution throughout
the whole X-ray burst. For a uniform analysis and in order
to have as many photons as possible we used information
from all PCU layers and as many PCUs as possible. The
count rate spectra were dead-time corrected and a 1% sys-
tematic uncertainty was included. The X-ray bursts seen
from GRS1747−312 (in ’t Zand et al. 2002, in prepara-
tion) were analysed in a similar way as the other X-ray
bursts seen with the RXTE/PCA described here. During
the observation of one of these X-ray bursts, used in our
sample, only PCUs 0,2,3 were on.
3.2. BeppoSAX/WFCs
The WFCs onboard BeppoSAX are two coded aperture
cameras (Jager et al. 1997). They point in opposite di-
rections of one another and perpendicular to the Narrow-
Field Instruments on the same satellite. The field of view
of each WFC is 40 by 40 square degrees full-width to zero
response with an angular resolution of about 5 arcmin in
each direction. It is ideal to catch fast (seconds to min-
utes) phenomena at (un)expected places in the X-ray sky,
such as X-ray bursts. Although it has a much lower col-
lecting area (factor of ∼50 less than the RXTE/PCA), it
has a much larger field of view (factor of ∼40 larger than
the RXTE/PCA). Moreover, a large amount of time is de-
voted to the Galactic Center region (see, e.g., in ’t Zand
2001), so that a considerable part of the X-ray burster
population is being monitored. In this paper we use those
type I X-ray bursts from globular clusters which showed ei-
ther long enough expansion/contraction phases (typically
>10 s, see e.g., Cocchi et al. 2001), or X-ray bursts which
had a short (∼sec) expansion/contraction phase but which
were bright, such as those from 4U1820−30, so that we
have enough signal to noise for a meaningful X-ray spec-
tral analysis during that phase.
From the WFC data time resolved dead-time corrected
spectra were determined for each X-ray burst. Different
integration times were used, so that each spectrum had a
similar signal to noise. This was 10 in most cases. For a few
X-ray bursts from 4U1722−30 and the only X-ray burst
from 4U2129+12, however, this resulted in only a few time
resolved spectra in which case we could not determine
whether it exhibited photospheric radius expansion or not.
For these we lowered the signal to noise down to 5. The
X-ray bursts from 4U1820−30 typically last less than 25 s
with rather short photospheric radius expansion phases
(see e.g. Fig. 2 and Fig. 5); for the X-ray burst spectra
from this source, therefore, we also used a signal to noise
of 5.
We performed our spectral analysis (black-body ra-
diation subjected to interstellar absorption) in the 3–
20 keV energy band for the RXTE/PCA and 2–20keV
energy band for the BeppoSAX/WFC. For all the X-ray
bursts seen with the RXTE/PCA and BeppoSAX/WFC,
we subtracted the pre-burst persistent emission from the
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Table 2. Parameters for the twelve X-ray bursters in globular clusters ordered along right ascension. Given are the
X-ray burst source name, the globular cluster to which it belongs, the interstellar absorption column towards the source
(NH), the orbital period, Porb, if known, its bolometric black-body peak flux for radius expansion bursts, Fbb,peak, or
the maximum bolometric black-body peak flux for normal X-ray bursts, Fbb,max (see Appendix B for details), and
whether it exhibited photospheric radius expansion (RE) X-ray bursts or not. References are given between brackets:
[1] Sidoli et al. (2001), [2] Masetti et al. (2000), [3] Parmar et al. (1989), [4] this paper (see Appendix A), [5] Parmar et
al. (2001), [6] White & Angelini (2001), [7] Deutsch et al. (2000), [8] Homer et al. (2001). [9] Sansom et al. (1993) and
references therein, [10] in ’t Zand et al. (2000), [11] Stella et al. (1987), [12] Chou & Grindlay (2001) and references
therein, [13] Heinke et al. (2001), [14] Homer et al. (1996).
X-ray burster globular NH ref Porb ref Fbb,peak or Fbb,max RE?
cluster (1022 cm−2) (hr) (10−8 erg s−1)
MX0513−40 NGC 1851 0.026 +0.030
−0.005 [1] <1? [7],[8] 2.00 ± 0.18 yes
4U 1722−30 Terzan 2 0.78 ±0.05 [1] 6.15 ± 0.09 yes
MXB1730−335a Liller 1 1.5 ± 0.3 [2] 1.66 ± 0.08 no
XB1733−30 Terzan 1 1.63 ± 0.12 [3] 7.4 ± 1.0 no
XB1745−25 Terzan 5 3.8 +0.9
−0.7 [4] 4.75 ± 0.12 yes
MX1746−20 NGC 6440 0.47 ± 0.07 [1] 1.77 ± 0.14 no
4U 1746−37 NGC 6441 0.26 ± 0.02 [1] 5.7 [9] 0.95 ± 0.07 yes
GRS1747−312 Terzan 6 1.39 ± 0.08 [1] 12.4 [10] 1.71 ± 0.06 yes
4U 1820−30 NGC 6624 0.16 ± 0.003 [1] 0.19 [11],[12] 5.27 ± 0.72 yes
H1825−331 NGC 6652 0.046 +0.023
−0.012 [5] 0.92 or 2.2 hr? [13] 2.87 ± 0.07 no
A1850−08 NGC 6712 0.39 +0.01
−0.03 [1] 0.34 [14] 5.2 ± 0.5 yes
4U 2129+12b NGC 7078 <0.034 [6] 3.94 ± 0.29 yes
aMore popularly known as the Rapid Burster.
bNGC7078 X-2 is the likely source of the X-ray bursts (White & Angelini 2001).
X-ray burst spectra (see e.g. Kuulkers et al. 2002, and
references therein). The interstellar absorption, NH, was
fixed to the values given in Table 2. These values are
mostly from the best fitting models (disk black-body
plus a Comptonized component [see Titarchuk 1994]) to
wide-band X-ray spectral data from the BeppoSAX/NFI
of the persistent emission by Sidoli et al. (2001) and
Parmar et al. (2001). However, MXB1730−335 and
XB1733−30 were too faint in their observations used,
whereas no BeppoSAX/NFI observations have been done
for XB1745−25. For MXB1730−335 we, therefore, used
the value of NH from BeppoSAX/NFI results by Masetti
et al. (2000), when the source was on, whereas for
XB1733−30 we used the value of NH from power-law fit
results to EXOSAT/ME spectra reported by Parmar et
al. (1989); the latter value of NH is consistent with that
reported from ROSAT/PSPC observations by Verbunt et
al. (1995): 1.8×1022 cm−2. For XB1745−25 we used the
persistent source spectrum in outburst as observed by
the BeppoSAX/WFCs to constrain NH, see Appendix A;
this value is also more or less consistent with that de-
rived from ROSAT/PSPC observations by Verbunt et al.
(1995): 2×1022 cm−2. Finally, the uncertainties quoted
from the X-ray spectral fits are 1σ errors, using ∆χ2 = 1.
3.3. X-ray spectral analysis
As noted in Sect. 1.1 the X-ray burst emission may not
be entirely Planckian. Also, a different spectral model has
an impact on the inferred bolometric luminosity. When
determining the observed bolometric X-ray flux from our
X-ray spectral fits we do not take this into account, even
when the X-ray spectral fits are satisfactory. In principle
an assessment of the observed bolometric X-ray flux us-
ing various spectral models is warranted (see e.g. Damen
et al. 1990). However, since the ‘true’ X-ray burst emis-
sion is still rather uncertain, such an assessment will be
somewhat elusive, and outside the scope of this paper. We,
therefore, assume that the X-ray spectra at maximum flux
are Planckian and that the unabsorbed bolometric X-ray
flux may be determined using
F = σT (R/d)2, (3)
where T is the black-body temperature (or ‘color’ temper-
ature), R the neutron star photospheric radius, and d the
distance to the source.
3.4. Literature values
In Appendix B we give an account, focused on the bolo-
metric X-ray burst peak fluxes, of all the X-ray bursts seen
from globular cluster X-ray sources presented in the liter-
ature. These fluxes are also tabulated in Table B.1. The
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Table 3. Spectral fit results for Crab (pulsar plus nebula) observations, using an absorbed power law (Eq. (2)), for
various instruments (for the RXTE/PCA we also give the values for different PCUs combined). Errors on the fit
parameters were not always given by other authors; also sometimes Γ and NH were fixed to the ‘canonical’ values.
Although quoted by various authors, we note that the value of NH=3×1021 cm−1 for the ‘canonical’ spectrum is not
derived by Toor & Seward (1974) themselves. Toor & Seward (1974) list various estimates of NH derived by other
authors; the average (no weighting) and the weighted average of these estimates are 2.8±0.5 and 2.3±0.2×1021 cm−1,
respectively. The references are: [1] Toor & Seward (1984), [2] this paper (Sect. 3.5), [3] Wilms et al. (1999), [4] Barret
al. (2000), [5] Christian & Swank (1997), [6] Parmar & Smith (1985), [7] Turner et al. (1989), [8] in ’t Zand (1999), [9]
Cusumano, G. (2002, private communication). The last column gives the observed X-ray flux, FX , in 10
−8 erg cm−2 s−1
in the 3–20keV energy band, uncorrected for interstellar absorption.
instrument Γ A NH comments
a ref FX
‘canonical’ 2.10±0.03 9.7±1.0 3 [1] 2.38
RXTE/PCA
PCUs 0,1,2,3 2.119±0.003 12.2±0.1 3 7.10 [2] 2.89
PCUs 0,2,3 2.104±0.003 12.0±0.1 3 7.10 [2] 2.93
all PCUs 2.130±0.003 12.8±0.1 3 7.10 [2] 2.96
all PCUs 2.187 13.3 2.54 2.2.1 [3] 2.75
all PCUs 2.18 13.5 3.3 2.36 [4] 2.82
Einstein/MPC 2.1 9.5 3.45b [5] 2.13
EXOSAT/ME 2.1 9.53 3 [6] 2.16
Ginga/LAC 2.08±0.03 9.15±0.5 3 [7] 2.17
BeppoSAX/WFC #1 2.1 9.77±0.26 3c [8] 2.31
BeppoSAX/WFC #2 2.1 9.93±0.05 3c [8] 2.35
BeppoSAX/MECSd 2.093±0.001 9.15±0.01 3.34±0.04 Nov 1998 [9] 2.09
aVersion of response matrices.
bValue taken from Schattenburg & Canizares (1986).
cValue of NH was not quoted by the author. We assume here NH=3×1021 cm−1.
d Spectral fits to Crab observations taken in 2000 and 2001.
fluxes per source are ordered per instrument. If an instru-
ment did not see a radius expansion burst we give the
maximum bolometric flux reached during a single X-ray
burst, or a range in bolometric peak fluxes if there is more
than one X-ray burst observed with an instrument. In the
latter case sometimes also a value is quoted for individual
(set of) X-ray bursts, i.e. either the maximum observed
peak flux or the average bolometric peak flux of a subset.
We note that errors are not always given in the literature.
3.5. Cross calibration of different instruments
It has been noted before that the spectral analysis of
RXTE/PCA data of the Crab (pulsar plus nebula) results
in observed fluxes which are about 20% higher than those
derived from Crab data taken with other instruments (see
e.g. Tomsick et al. 1999; Wilms et al. 1999; Kuiper et al.
1999; Barret et al. 2000). Although the calibration of the
RXTE/PCA instrument has been improved, the absolute
calibration has still not been optimized (see e.g. Jahoda
2000). We, therefore, analysed data sets of the Crab, in or-
der to quantify the effect on our analysis. We created spec-
tra using data recored by the Standard 2 mode, with ei-
ther all PCUs, PCUs 0,1,2,3, or PCUs 0,2,3 summed. The
analysis was done in the same way as described above for
our globular cluster X-ray sources. Background was sub-
tracted from the Crab spectra, which was estimated using
the 2002, February 26 background models. For the spec-
tral model of the Crab (pulsar plus nebula) we used a
power law subjected to interstellar absorption:
Nph = AE
−Γe−NHσ(E), (4)
where Nph is the flux in photons s
−1 cm−2 keV−1, A
the normalization in photons s−1 cm−2 keV−1 at 1 keV,
E the photon energy, Γ the power-law photon index,
NH the interstellar hydrogen column density, and σ the
photo-electric absorption cross section from Morrison
& McCammon (1983). NH was fixed to 3×1021 cm−1.
Our spectral fit results to Crab data obtained on 2000,
November 21 are shown in Table 3, together with the
‘canonical’ Crab X-ray spectrum, and the results from
other X-ray instruments. For the instruments onboard
SAS-3, Hakucho and Granat (with which X-ray bursts
were seen and which were used in our investigation) we do
not have X-ray spectral information regarding the Crab.
The instruments onboard SAS-3 and Hakucho provided
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Fig. 2. Spectral fit results for the net X-ray burst emission of short (∼<30 s) X-ray bursts from five globular cluster X-ray
sources seen by the RXTE/PCA. The values are plotted on a logarithmic time scale; they have also been logarithmically
rebinned in time for clarity. From top to bottom: bolometric black-body luminosity, Lbb, in 10
38 erg s−1, black-body
temperature, kTbb, apparent black-body radius, Rbb, and goodness of fit expressed in reduced χ
2, χ2red. Lbb and Rbb
are derived using the distances quoted in Table 1. Note that only the temperature axis has been kept the same for
all the sources, and that the Rbb and χ
2
red axes for 4U1820−30 have a logarithmic scale. T=0 s corresponds to UT
1999 May 26 06:53:08, 1998 February 19 14:29:51, 2000 October 2 15:18:55, 1996 October 27 09:01:51 and 1997 May
2 17:32:45, for MX0513−40, MXB1730−335, XB 1745−25, 4U 1746−37 and 4U1820−30, respectively.
count rates in only a few energy channels. In those cases it
seems likely that they were calibrated by using the ‘canon-
ical’ Crab spectrum.
It is clear from Table 3 that the power-law normal-
ization, A (as well as the observed unabsorbed 3–20keV
flux, FX), derived for the RXTE/PCA differs very signif-
icantly from those derived by other instruments. In order
to account for this discrepancy we introduce a scale fac-
tor when modeling the observed count rate spectra (note
that this results in a correction to the black-body flux and
black-body radius, which we use in this paper). These scale
factors were determined by comparing the absorbed Crab
flux observed with the RXTE/PCA with the absorbed
Crab flux estimated from the ‘canonical’ Crab spectrum,
in the 3–20keV band (i.e., the energy range used in this
paper). This is, of course, a crude correction, since the
Crab spectral shape (power law) differs from that of X-ray
burst spectra (black body). The scale factors3 are 1.242,
1.211 and 1.227, respectively, when all PCUs are used,
only PCUs 0,1,2,3, or only PCUs 0,2,3. After taking into
account the correction factors in our RXTE/PCA spec-
tral analyses, the final bolometric X-ray burst peak fluxes
are more comparable to those obtained with other instru-
ments (see Table B.1).
3 These scale factors have not been taken into account when
quoting previous RXTE/PCA results in Appendix B.
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Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2 but for three long X-ray bursts from three other globular cluster X-ray sources seen by the
RXTE/PCA. Note that the Rbb and χ
2
red axes for 4U1722−30 and 4U2129+12 have a logarithmic scale. T=0 s
corresponds to UT 1996 November 8 07:00:29, 1998 November 27 05:45:11 and 2000 September 22 13:47:37, for
4U 1722−30, H1825−331 and 4U2129+12, respectively.
4. Results
4.1. Maximum bolometric X-ray burst peak fluxes
The spectral fit results for the (brightest) X-ray bursts
of 8 globular cluster sources seen by the RXTE/PCA are
shown in Figs. 2 and 3, for the short and long X-ray bursts,
respectively. In Figs. 4 and 5 we show the light curves and
spectral fit results for X-ray bursts from four globular clus-
ter sources seen by the BeppoSAX/WFCs. In Appendix B
we describe these results in more detail.
During all strong radius expansion bursts seen with the
RXTE/PCA (4U1722−30, 4U 1820−30 and 4U2129+12)
the spectral fits were rather poor during the photospheric
radius expansion phase. Our goodness of fit, expressed in
χ2red reached values of up to 25 for 13 degrees of free-
dom (dof) for 4U 1722−30 (Fig. 3), up to 14 for 20 dof for
4U 2129+12 (Fig. 3), and up to 7 for 23 dof for 4U 1820−30
(Fig. 2). Also in the case of XB 1745−25 the spectral fits
are somewhat poor during the photospheric radius expan-
sion phase (χ2red of up to 2 for 18 dof; see Fig. 2). The high
values of χ2red were not reported by Molkov et al. (2000)
and Smale (2001) in the former two sources, whereas
it was reported for 4U1820−30 (Franco & Strohmayer
1999). The values of χ2red reduce somewhat if one uses
smaller energy range in the spectral fits (as was done by
Smale [2001]: 2.5–15keV). In this respect it is interesting
to note that in the early part of the X-ray burst (which
contains the photospheric radius expansion/contraction
phase) from A1850−08 black-body models did not provide
acceptable fits, whereas they were acceptable during the
cooling stage (Hoffman et al. 1980). In most of the cases
the RXTE/PCA spectra exhibited residuals which were
similar to that reported during the photospheric radius ex-
pansion phases of the strong X-ray burst from 4U2129+12
seen by the Ginga/LAC (van Paradijs et al. 1990), the
long X-ray bursts seen from GX17+2 (Kuulkers et al.
2002), and the superburst from 4U1820−30 (Strohmayer
& Brown 2002). Additional components are necessary to
improve the fits, such as a line and an edge feature (see
Strohmayer & Brown 2002). Moreover, the emission dur-
ing the X-ray burst may be non-Planckian (see Sect. 1.1).
However, we are only interested in the maximum observed
flux, which is most of the time reached near the end of
the photospheric radius expansion phase where the spec-
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Fig. 4. BeppoSAX/WFC light curves (2–28keV) for four X-ray bursts from four globular cluster X-ray sources. The
time resolution is 1 s. T=0 s correspond to UT 2000 September 11 20:01:54, 2000 March 6 23:59:51, 1998 September
2 06:47:25, and 1997 May 9 09:00:18, for MX0513−40, 4U 1722−30, 4U 1820−30 and 4U2129+12, respectively. A
representative error bar is given in the upper right of each panel. The X-ray bursts seen from MX0513−40, 4U1722−30
and 4U1820−30 are radius expansion bursts, see Fig. 5.
Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 2 but for four X-ray bursts from four globular cluster X-ray sources seen by the BeppoSAX/WFCs.
For the light curves and the time of T=0 s we refer to Fig. 4. The values are also plotted on a logarithmic time scale, but
have not been logarithmically rebinned in time. Note that the Rbb axis for MX0513−40, 4U 1722−30 and 4U1820−30
has a logarithmic scale. Note also that the first two points for 4U1722−30 are derived using spectra with a signal to
noise of 5, in order to cover the beginning of the X-ray burst in more detail; the spectra for 4U2129+12 had a signal
to noise of 6.
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tral fits are good (χ2red∼1). We note that some of the
BeppoSAX/WFC spectral fits reached rather low values
of χ2red (down to about 0.5 for 23 dof). We ascribe this
to a possible overestimate of the systematic uncertainties
involved in the BeppoSAX/WFC analysis.
We recorded the peak bolometric black-body fluxes
reached during the X-ray bursts in our sample, from the
various spectral fits. The result can be found in Table B.1,
together with the results from the literature. Note that
one expects the maximum flux to be approximately con-
stant when radiating near the Eddington limit during the
photospheric radius expansion stage. As shown above, in
most cases this is not observed, and the maximum flux is
often seen when the photospheric radius has shrunk back
to its pre-burst value. This is only partly due to the fact
that at large photospheric radii the temperature is low
(typically ∼<1 keV, see also Sect. 1.1). Most of the X-ray
emission is then outside the observed energy range, mak-
ing the bolometric correction uncertain (see e.g. Lewin et
al. 1984; van Paradijs et al. 1990). Our observed peak val-
ues may therefore not represent the actual peak fluxes
of the X-ray bursts, and some caution must be taken.
Also, because of the different statistical quality of the data
from different instruments, the accumulated spectra from
which the peak fluxes are determined, may have differ-
ent integration times. The averaged peak fluxes derived
from the spectra with longer time bins may, therefore, be
underestimated, when the photospheric radius expansion
phase lasts shorter than the timebin or if there is appre-
ciable variability during the photospheric radius expansion
phase. However, we consider this effect to be small or even
negligible for most of the X-ray bursts in our final sample.
4.2. Do X-ray bursts of one system reach the same
peak flux?
The X-ray burst bolometric peak fluxes of the 24 ra-
dius expansion bursts from 4U1722−30 seen by the
BeppoSAX/WFC are shown in Fig. 6. They are con-
sistent with one value (χ2red=0.64 for 23 degrees of
freedom): the weighted average bolometric peak flux
is 6.23±0.15×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1. A similar analysis of
21 X-ray bursts seen by the BeppoSAX/WFCs from
4U1820−30 showed 15 radius expansion bursts (see e.g.
Fig. 5). Their bolometric peak fluxes are consistent with
one value of 5.9±0.3×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1 (χ2red=0.82 for 14
degrees of freedom). This shows that the peak fluxes of
the X-ray bursts from 4U1722−30 and 4U1820−30 are
each compatible with a single value.
If one compares the results from different reports of
the same X-ray burst(s), one sees that the reported bolo-
metric peak fluxes are somewhat different (4U1722−30,
4U 1820−30, A1850−08 and 4U2129+12). When compar-
ing bolometric peak fluxes in radius expansion bursts
from different instruments, the differences are also ap-
parent (4U1722−30, 4U 1820−30 and 4U2129+12). Since
for multiple radius expansion bursts seen with the same
Fig. 6. Bolometric peak fluxes, FX, reached during the 24
radius expansion bursts from 4U1722−30 as seen by the
BeppoSAX/WFCs. They are all consistent with one value,
6.23±0.15×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1, see text.
instrument the bolometric peak fluxes were found to be
more or less consistent with each other, we attribute it
to the differences in the response matrices used (usually
the calibration of an instrument improves with time), in
the case of the same instrument, and to the differences in
the absolute calibration, when comparing different instru-
ments. This was shown to be the case for the RXTE/PCA
where the calibration information is readily available (see
Sect. 3.5).
4.3. Do X-ray bursts from different systems reach the
same peak flux?
We derived the weighted average X-ray burst bolometric
peak flux per source using the peak fluxes from individual
or a subset of radius expansion bursts. The corresponding
uncertainties are either the uncertainty in a single value or
in the mean of two bolometric flux values from the same
instruments, or the spread in the bolometric flux values
from various instruments. This partly alleviates the cal-
ibration problems discussed above. The bolometric peak
flux values used are indicated with a
√
in Table B.1. For
those sources with multiple X-ray bursts for which no ra-
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Fig. 7. Bolometric peak luminosities reached during the brightest X-ray bursts seen in the twelve globular cluster X-
ray sources, using the distances and bolometric peak fluxes as quoted in Tables 1 and 2. Photospheric radius expansion
(RE) X-ray bursts have been denoted with a filled circle; the others with an open triangle. With grey bands we give
the expected range in the Eddington limit for matter with cosmic composition (X=0.73) and hydrogen-poor matter
(X=0), see Sect. 5.
dius expansion burst has been observed (MXB1730−335,
XB 1733−30 and H1825−331), we used the highest ob-
served bolometric peak fluxes; they are also indicated with
a
√
in Table B.1.
The resulting bolometric peak fluxes are given in
Table 2. Using the distances as given in the Table 1,
we determine the corresponding bolometric peak lumi-
nosities (assuming isotropic emission). We propagate the
errors in the distances and bolometric fluxes, assuming
they are independent. In Fig. 7 we plot these peak lumi-
nosities. Two third of our sample show radius expansion
bursts which reach a bolometric peak luminosity roughly
between 1.5 and 7×1038 erg s−1, with a weighted mean
of 3.01±0.12×1038 erg s−1 (χ2red=14.6 for 7 dof; assuming
symmetric errors). Excluding 4U1746−37 (whose radius
expansion bursts reach a significantly lower peak value
than most of the radius expansion bursts from the other
sources; see also Sect. 5) we obtain a weighted mean value
of 3.79±0.15×1038 erg s−1, with χ2red=2.9 for 6 dof (as-
suming symmetric errors). Thus, when taking the peak
luminosities at face value, the hypothesis that the peak
luminosities of X-ray bursts with photospheric radius ex-
pansion is the same for all sources must be rejected.
Indeed, Fig. 7 shows that the peak luminosities of mainly
MX0513−40 and 4U2129+12 are significantly different
(excluding 4U1746−37). Note that the peak luminosity
reached during the X-ray burst of H1825−331 is close to
the mean peak luminosity (Fig. 7); this confirms our sug-
gestion from the spectral fit parameters that it was on
the verge of showing photospheric radius expansion (see
Appendix B.10).
5. Discussion
We find that the photospheric radius expansion type I X-
ray bursts from bright X-ray sources in globular clusters
reach an empirical bolometric peak luminosity (assuming
the total X-ray burst emission is entirely due to black-
body radiation and the recorded maximum luminosity is
the actual peak luminosity) of roughly 3.8×1038 erg s−1
(excluding 4U1746−37, see also below). Because signifi-
cant deviations from this value occur (e.g., 4U 2129+12)
this only approximately confirms an earlier suggestion
by Basinska et al. (1984) that radius expansion bursts
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reach a ‘true’ critical luminosity. Our value for the av-
erage bolometric peak luminosity is very close to the
‘adopted standard candle’ value of 3.7×1038 erg s−1 by
Verbunt et al. (1984) and comparable to the mean bolo-
metric peak luminosity of 3.0±0.5×1038 erg s−1 by Lewin
et al. (1993) of X-ray bursts with photospheric radius
expansion from only four globular cluster bursters (i.e.,
4U 1722−30, 4U 1820−30, A1850−08 and 4U2129+12).
To establish whether radius expansion bursts can be
used as standard candles, one first has to verify whether
the X-ray burst fluxes during every radius expansion burst
in an individual source reach a single maximum value.
Observations prior to RXTE and BeppoSAX revealed
many (i.e., typically more than ten) radius expansion
bursts in one globular cluster source, 4U 1820−30 (Vacca
et al. 1986; Haberl et al. 1987; Damen et al. 1990; see
Appendix B), and two sources outside globular cluster
sources, MXB1636−53 (Inoue et al. 1984; Damen et al.
1990) and MXB1728−34 (Basinska et al. 1984). The bolo-
metric peak fluxes were found to be the same within the
errors in all three cases.
The BeppoSAX/WFCs observed many radius expan-
sion bursts from the globular cluster sources 4U1820−30
and 4U1722−30. We find that the bolometric peak fluxes
are also the same within the errors in both cases. A sim-
ilar conclusion was reached from eight radius expansion
bursts seen by the BeppoSAX/WFCs from one source out-
side a globular cluster, XB 1812−12 (Cocchi et al. 2000a).
The more sensitive RXTE/PCA observations of especially
MXB1728−34 (e.g. van Straaten et al. 2001; Franco 2001)
and MXB1636−53 show, however, that the bolometric
peak fluxes are not exactly constant, with standard de-
viations of ≃9.5% and ≃7%, respectively (Galloway et
al. 2002a; 2002b). Similar studies in other sources but
with less radius expansion bursts (between four to eight
per source) indicate standard deviations between 7% and
15% (Muno et al. 2000; Kuulkers et al. 2002; Galloway
et al. 2002a; 2002b). In the case of MXB1728−34 it
was found that the peak fluxes vary systematically on a
monthly timescale; taking this secular variation into ac-
count the residual scatter is only ≃3% (Galloway et al.
2002a; 2002b).
For the globular cluster bursters MX0513−40,
XB 1745−25 and 4U1746−37 only two radius expansion
bursts were seen from one instrument. In all three cases
similar peak fluxes within the errors were reached for both
X-ray bursts (see Appendix B).
We note that two sources outside globular clusters,
MXB1659−29 (Wijnands et al. 2002) and EXO0748−676
(Gottwald et al. 1986), showed very different peak fluxes
during different radius expansion bursts. They both are
viewed at a high inclination (e.g. Cominsky & Wood 1984;
Parmar et al. 1986), so that, although the true critical
luminosity probably is reached, the X-ray burst emission
may be partly obscured by the accretion disk and/or donor
star (i.e. the X-ray burst emission is anisotropic). This
may lead to different observed maximum peak luminosities
at different times. Note that this may also affect the peak
luminosities during the radius expansion bursts from the
globular cluster bursters 4U 1746−37 and GRS 1747−312,
since they are also relatively high inclination systems
(e.g. Sansom et al. 1993; in ’t Zand et al. 2000; see also
Sztajno et al. 1987, who concluded from other grounds
that the X-ray burst emission from 4U1746−37 is proba-
bly anisotropic).
Excluding the high-inclination systems, we conclude
that, since multiple radius expansion bursts in a single
source reach the same maximum luminosity to within
∼10% and since the maximum luminosity is the same
within ∼15% for different globular cluster sources, the
‘true’ critical luminosity can only be regarded as an ap-
proximate empirical standard candle.
In Fig. 7 we show in grey bands the range in the
Eddington luminosity limit for matter with cosmic com-
position (X=0.73; lower band) and hydrogen-poor matter
(X=0; upper band) for a (canonical) 1.4M⊙ neutron star
with a radius of 10 km. The upper and lower boundaries
of each band is determined by the Eddington limit ob-
served by an observer far away from the neutron star with
very strong photospheric radius expansion and very weak
photospheric radius expansion, respectively (van Paradijs
1979; Goldman 1979; see Lewin et al. 1993). Note that an
increase in the neutron star mass shifts the band slightly
upwards as well as substantially broadens it. A higher
than canonical neutron star mass seems to be required
in some models explaining the kHz QPO in neutron star
low-mass X-ray binaries (see e.g. Stella et al. 1999; Stella
2001; Lamb & Miller 2001), and is derived dynamically
for the low-mass X-ray binary and X-ray burster CygX-2
(Orosz & Kuulkers 1999). Our critical luminosity is close
to the Eddington luminosity limit for hydrogen-poor mat-
ter. Therefore, our critical luminosity is most likely this
Eddington limit (see also e.g. van Paradijs 1978).
Previously, ‘super-Eddington luminosities’ were re-
ported for several sources in our sample (e.g. Grindlay
et al. 1980; van Paradijs 1981; Inoue et al. 1981; see also
Verbunt et al. 1984) and it was referred to as the ‘su-
per Eddington limit problem’ (e.g. Lewin 1985). Winds
or outflows from the neutron-star surface set-up by the
high radiation pressure were introduced to resolve (part
of) this problem (e.g. Melia & Joss 1985; Stollman &
van Paradijs 1985). Our findings do not support super-
Eddington luminosities, except possibly for 4U2129+12
(note that 4U2129+12 is consistent with the Eddington
limit for hydrogen-poor matter if we assume e.g. a some-
what higher neutron star mass, see above). We attribute
this mainly to a better knowledge of the distance and their
uncertainties.
Five bursters (including GRS1747−312) in our sam-
ple show bolometric peak X-ray burst luminosities near
1.5×1038 erg s−1, which is comparable to the Eddington
limit of matter with solar composition. Of these, only
the sources 4U1746−37 and GRS1747−312 showed X-ray
bursts with evidence for photospheric radius expansion;
the maximum peak X-ray burst luminosity for the other
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sources could have been higher if radius expansion bursts
were seen.
If there is a bimodal distribution of the bolometric X-
ray burst peak fluxes it is consistent with the thought
that the donors in systems with an ultra-short orbital
period (∼<1 hr: MX0513−40, H1825−331, 4U 1820−30,
A1850−08; see Table 2) do not provide hydrogen, whereas
the donors in systems with a longer orbital period
(4U1746−37, GRS 1747−312; see Table 24) do provide
hydrogen-rich material (e.g. Nelson et al. 1986; Verbunt
1987; see also Juett et al. 2001). The short duration of the
X-ray bursts from XB1745−25 and 4U1820−30 (∼<25 s) is
consistent with the fuel being only helium (Bildsten 1995).
However, the X-ray bursts with longer duration (∼mins)
from the other systems can not be accomodated this way
(e.g. Fujimoto et al. 1981; Bildsten 1998, and references
therein), unless the mass accretion rate onto the neutron
star is rather low (see Bildsten 1995). On the other hand,
we note that the Eddington limit of hydrogen poor matter
may still be reached during long X-ray bursts if a hydro-
gen rich envelope is ejected during the photospheric radius
expansion stage of a helium flash (Sugimoto et al. 1984).
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Appendix A: Interstellar absorption towards
XB1745−25
A value of NH was reported for XB1745−25 in Terzan 5
on the basis of ROSAT/PSPC observations (Verbunt et
al. 1995): 2×1022 cm−2. The BeppoSAX/WFCs observed
XB1745−25 through the various stages of its 2000 out-
burst for a net exposure of 761ksec. The source was quite
bright (about 0.5Crab), allowing a good measure of NH,
since the absorption is already visible at ≃4 keV. We accu-
mulated a dead-time corrected spectrum using data from
WFC unit 2 obtained between UT 2000 August 8 20:44:38
to August 9 20:53:48, giving an effective exposure time of
31.4 ksec.
We fitted the WFC spectrum with similar models as
used by Sidoli et al. (2001), as well as a black body plus a
power-law. The fit results are displayed in Table A.1. The
disk black body plus Comptonization model provided the
best fits, similar to the results by Sidoli et al. (2001). We
therefore use the value of NH from this model for our
analysis, see Table 2, which is somewhat higher than that
found by Verbunt et al. (1995). The mean persistent flux
was ≃1.16×10−8 erg cm−2 s (2–20 keV).
Appendix B: An account of all X-ray bursts seen
from globular cluster bursters
In this appendix we give an account of all X-ray bursts
reported previously, as well as those analysed by us. It
is organized as follows: the first paragraph of each sub-
section describes the results from the literature, whereas
in the second paragraph we describe our RXTE/PCA
and/or BeppoSAX/WFC results (if present). At the end
we summarize in Table B.1 the bolometric peak fluxes for
all the X-ray bursts; the peak fluxes used in our inves-
tigation are indicated with a
√
. The RXTE/PCA peak
fluxes quoted from the literature are not corrected for the
absolute RXTE/PCA calibration (Sect. 3.5). The correc-
tion has been applied to our derived peak fluxes from the
RXTE/PCA data; in Table B.1 we give between brackets
also the uncorrected peak fluxes.
B.1. MX0513−40/NGC 1851
The first X-ray burst from MX0513−40 was discovered by
Uhuru (Forman & Jones 1976). It had a peak flux of about
0.5×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1, but the start of the X-ray burst
was not seen. Five X-ray bursts were seen by SAS-3/HTC
(see Li & Clark 1977), four of which had bolometric peak
fluxes ranging from 0.9±0.3 to 1.7±0.3×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1
(Cominsky 1981). More recently, an X-ray burst was seen
with the Chandra/HRC-S (Homer et al. 2001). So far no
radius expansion bursts had been reported.
The RXTE/PCA observed one short (∼<25 s) X-ray
burst from MX0513−40. It did not exhibit photospheric
radius expansion. The BeppoSAX/WFCs observed eleven
X-ray bursts from this source. The longest one is shown in
Fig. 4. This X-ray burst showed a clear strong (factor ∼10)
photospheric radius expansion phase; its bolometric peak
flux of about 2×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1 is reached near touch-
down (Fig. 5). Another X-ray burst showed some evidence
for (weak; factor ∼2) photospheric radius expansion. This
is the first time radius expansion bursts are reported from
this source.
B.2. 4U 1722−30/Terzan 2
A long (∼>10min) X-ray burst was observed from the di-
rection of 4U1722−30 by OSO-8 (Swank et al. 1977).
It reached a peak flux of about 6.2×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1.
During the first 20 s of the event the black-body tem-
perature was lowest, while the inferred black-body ra-
dius was 100+60
−20 km (at 10 kpc). During the remain-
der of the X-ray burst the inferred black-body ra-
dius was 15±4.5km (at 10 kpc). This indicates that it
was a (strong) radius expansion burst. Other strong
(factor ∼>10) radius expansion bursts were seen by
Granat/ART-P and RXTE/PCA (Molkov et al. 2000),
whereas a weak radius expansion burst (factor ∼2)
was reported from the Einstein/MPC (Grindlay et
al. 1980). The RXTE/PCA event reached a bolomet-
ric peak flux of about 7.29±0.06×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1,
whereas the event seen with the Einstein/MPC reached
a bolometric peak flux of about 5.2×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1,
both near touch down. Another X-ray burst was re-
ported from BeppoSAX/NFI data; no clear photospheric
radius expansion was observed. The peak flux was
≃5.0×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1 (Guainazzi et al. 1998). The
BeppoSAX/WFCs observed fourteen strong radius ex-
pansion bursts in the first three years of monitoring the
Galactic Center region (Cocchi et al. 2000b). Another
ten were seen in later observations, see below. The peak
intensities of four of the fourteen X-ray bursts were
consistent with each other, with a weighted mean of
1.01±0.03 Crab, which was extrapolated to a bolomet-
ric flux of 3.2±0.1×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1. One of these X-
ray bursts was analysed in more detail; from their spec-
tral fits we infer that a bolometric peak flux of about
3.5×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1 was reached (note that Cocchi et
al. 2001 quote a peak flux of 4.1±0.4×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1).
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Table A.1. X-ray spectral fits results to the persistent emission of XB 1745−25 during outburst observed with the
BeppoSAX/WFCs. Three models were used; the first two (disk black body [diskbb in XSPEC] plus a Comptonization
component [comptt, see Titarchuk 1994] and black body [bbodyrad] plus a Comptonization component) were similar
to those studied by Sidoli et al. (2001). The third (black body plus a power law) is used for comparison. The diskbb
model has as free parameters: kTin, the temperature at the inner disk radius, and rin/d10(cos i)
0.5, where rin is the
inner disk radius, d10 the distance to the source in units of 10 kpc, and i the inclination angle of the disk. The comptt
model has as free parameters: kTe, the temperature of the Comptonizing electrons, τp, the plasma optical depth with
respect to electron scattering, kT0, the input temperature of the soft photon (Wien) distribution, and a normalization
constant. The bbodyrad model has as free parameters: kTbb, the black-body temperature, and rbb, the black-body
radius for a source at 10 kpc. The powerlaw model has as free parameters: Γ, the power-law photon index, and the
power-law normalization in photons keV−1 cm−2 s−1 at 1 keV.
model NH kTin rin/d10(cos i)
0.5 kT0 kTe τp norm χ
2
red/dof
(1022 cm−2) (keV) (km) (keV) (keV)
diskbb+comptt 3.8+0.9
−0.7 0.60
+0.07
−0.04 72
+57
−21 1.28
+0.06
−0.09 3.7
+1.0
−0.5 3.6
+0.8
−0.9 0.57
+0.12
−0.14 1.15/21
model NH kTbb rbb kT0 kTe τp norm χ
2
red/dof
(1022 cm−2) (keV) (km) (keV) (keV)
bbodyrad+comptt 2.3+0.6
−0.8 1.69
+0.07
−0.08 8.3
+0.8
−0.5 0.35
+0.10
−0.31 4.3
+2.3
−0.8 4.2
+1.3
−1.4 0.7
+0.7
−0.2 1.38/21
model NH kTbb rbb Γ norm χ
2
red/dof
(1022 cm−2) (keV) (km)
bbodyrad+powerlaw 3.4±0.3 1.79±0.02 7.9±0.2 2.63+0.06
−0.07 6.1
+0.9
−0.8 1.40/23
Our fit parameter values for the X-ray burst from
4U1722−30 seen by RXTE/PCA (Fig. 3) are in agree-
ment with those reported by Molkov et al. (2000). It
is a very strong (factor >10) radius expansion burst;
the maximum bolometric flux was reached near touch-
down (Fig. 3). The BeppoSAX/WFCs observed a to-
tal of 24 X-ray bursts. Most of them have a ‘precur-
sor’ event in the lightcurves (see e.g. Fig. 4), indicat-
ing strong photospheric radius expansion (see Fig. 5).
All the X-ray bursts are radius expansion bursts. We
found maximum bolometric peak fluxes between 5.4±0.6
and 8.4±1.2×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1, with a mean value of
6.23±0.15×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1 (see also Sect. 4.1). For
the X-ray burst analysed in detail by Cocchi et al.
(2001; see above) we found a bolometric peak flux of
6.2±0.6×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1. We attribute the difference
with the lower flux reported by Cocchi et al. (2001) to
an improved response matrix (in ’t Zand 1999; see also
in ’t Zand et al. 2001a). Also, our values for the peak fluxes
are comparable with those derived for other instruments.
We therefore do not quote the earlier results obtained by
the BeppoSAX/WFCs in Table B.1.
B.3. MXB1730−335/Liller 1
MXB1730−335 (The Rapid Burster) is a source which
receives a lot of attention. It is a transient source; in the
first weeks of an outburst it shows a phase during which
only type I X-ray bursts are seen. The rest of the out-
burst is dominated by type II X-ray bursts, with occa-
sionally a type I X-ray burst (Guerriero et al. 1999). Most
authors focus on the phenomenology of the type II X-
ray bursts. No radius expansion burst has so far been re-
ported. The average type I X-ray burst peak flux is about
1.7×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1 (SAS-3; Marshall et al. 1979). For a
more detailed account of the properties of MXB1730−335
we refer to Lewin et al. (1993), Guerriero et al. (1999), and
Masetti et al. (2000), and references therein.
We selected various (mostly) bright X-ray bursts ob-
served by RXTE/PCA from MXB1730−335, as reported
by Guerriero et al. (1999) and seen in later outbursts.
None of them showed photospheric radius expansion. The
brightest X-ray bursts show typical bolometric peak fluxes
in the range≃1–2×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1, consistent with val-
ues reported previously. The fit results for one of the
brightest X-ray bursts are shown in Fig. 2.
B.4. XB 1733−30/Terzan 1
XB1733−30 has been off for some time now (see e.g.
Guainazzi et al. 1999). Only three short (∼<25 s) X-
ray bursts have been reported in the past. Two X-ray
bursts were discovered by the Hakucho/FMC (Makishima
et al. 1981). They reached an average maximum peak
flux of 7.4±1.0×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1 (Inoue et al. 1981).
Another X-ray burst was observed by Granat/ART-P;
3–5 s into the X-ray burst a bolometric peak flux of
6.3±0.8×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1 was found (Pavlinsky et al.
2001). No photospheric radius expansion phase was re-
ported.
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B.5. XB 1745−25/Terzan 5
Fourteen X-ray bursts from the transient XB1745−25
were discovered by Hakucho (Makishima et al. 1981).
The maximum peak flux was 6.1±0.7×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1
(Inoue et al. 1981), but peak fluxes down to about
2.0×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1 were reported (Makishima et al.
1981). During a recent outburst fifteen X-ray bursts were
seen by the RXTE/PCA (Markwardt et al. 2000). No pho-
tospheric radius expansion and only modest cooling were
reported.
We find that two of the X-ray bursts seen by the
RXTE/PCA were much brighter than the other thirteen.
Our analysis shows (for the first time) that they both have
a weak (factor of ∼2) photospheric radius expansion phase
and clear cooling during the decay (see Fig. 2). Maximum
bolometric fluxes (≃4.75×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1) are reached
near touch-down. The weaker X-ray bursts did not show
evidence for photospheric radius expansion.
B.6. MX1746−20/NGC 6440
Observations with the BeppoSAX/WFC and NFI of the
transient MX1746−20 during its second ever recorded
outburst revealed four X-ray bursts (in ’t Zand et al.
1999). The bolometric peak flux during the first 12 s in-
terval of the ∼100 s long X-ray burst seen with the NFI
was 1.77±0.14×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1. No evidence for photo-
spheric radius expansion was seen.
B.7. 4U 1746−37/NGC 6441
Various X-ray bursts have been seen from the loca-
tion of 4U 1746−37, i.e. by SAS-3/HTC (Li & Clark
1977; Cominsky 1981), EXOSAT/ME (Sztajno et al.
1987), Ginga/LAC (Sansom et al. 1993), BeppoSAX/NFI
(Parmar et al. 1999) and RXTE/PCA (Jonker et
al. 2000). One of the two X-ray bursts seen with
the SAS-3/HTC had a peak bolometric luminosity of
0.50±0.17×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1 (Cominksy 1981). The two
X-ray bursts seen with EXOSAT/ME both showed
weak (factor ∼3) photospheric radius expansion. Their
peak fluxes were 1.0±0.1 and 0.9±0.1×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1
(Sztajno et al. 1987). Sztajno et al. (1987) also performed
a re-analysis of the two SAS-3/HTC X-ray bursts. They
found 0.75±0.26 and 0.46±0.23×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1, re-
spectively.
Eight of the twelve X-ray bursts reported by Jonker
et al. (2000) were bright. Our analysis shows that none of
the X-ray bursts showed photospheric radius expansion.
An example of the fit parameter results of one of the eight
bright X-ray bursts is given in Fig. 2. The eight bright
X-ray bursts reached bolometric peak fluxes in the range
≃0.4–0.6×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1.
B.8. GRS1747−312/Terzan 6
X-ray bursts from the transient source GRS 1747−312
were only recently found during an outburst (in ’t Zand
et al. 2002, in preparation). One of these showed photo-
spheric radius expansion of a factor of ∼5 with a bolomet-
ric peak flux of 2.10±0.07×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1.
B.9. 4U 1820−30/NGC 6624
4U1820−30 was the first source seen to exhibit X-ray
bursts (Grindlay et al. 1976). One of these two X-ray
bursts seen by the ANS/HXX had a peak flux of about
6.5×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1 (1–15keV; re-analysis by Grindlay,
private communication in Vacca et al. 1986). The 22 X-
ray bursts seen by SAS-3/RMC (Clark et al. 1977) had a
mean peak flux of 6.0×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1 (re-analysis by
G.W. Clark, private communication in Vacca et al. 1986).
A subset (five) of these X-ray bursts (Clark et al. 1976)
showed a mean peak flux of 5.2×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1 (re-
analysis by G.W. Clark, private communication in Vacca
et al. 1986). Another subset (six) of the SAS-3/RMC X-
ray bursts were analysed in more detail by Vacca et al.
(1986). They concluded that the bolometric peak fluxes,
which ranged from 3.9±0.2 to 5.3±0.4×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1,
were the same within the errors. The weighted mean
peak value was 4.2×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1, with an esti-
mated uncertainty of about 10%, allowing for sys-
tematic errors. All six X-ray bursts showed photo-
spheric radius expansion. EXOSAT/ME saw seven ra-
dius expansion bursts (Haberl et al. 1987). Individual
flux measurements (0.25 s or 0.5 s resolution) during
the photospheric radius expansion phase (∼3 s dura-
tion) ranged from 3 to 8×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1, whereas
the average peak luminosity during this first 3 s ranged
from 4.1 to 5.7×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1, with a mean of
5.1×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1. (Note that van Paradijs & Lewin
(1987) used the results presented by Haberl et al. (1987)
to derive a maximum flux during the photospheric ra-
dius expansion phase of 5.28±0.19×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1.)
A re-analysis of the EXOSAT/ME X-ray bursts showed
that the bolometric flux at touch down ranges be-
tween 4.3 and 5.0×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1, with a mean of
4.65×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1 (Damen et al. 1990). More re-
cently, the RXTE/PCA observed a short (∼25 s) X-
ray burst (Zhang et al. 1998), which was also a
radius expansion burst (Franco & Strohmayer 1999;
see also Strohmayer & Brown 2002). Another very
long (>2.5 hr) X-ray burst (so-called superburst), also
seen with RXTE/PCA, showed strong photospheric ra-
dius expansion and reached a bolometric peak flux of
6.5×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1 (Strohmayer & Brown 2002).
Our analysis of the normal radius expansion burst seen
by RXTE/PCA showed indeed strong photospheric radius
expansion, by a factor of ∼20, see Fig. 2. Note the strong
similarity with the X-ray burst seen from XB1745−25,
except for the brief stronger expansion in 4U1820−30
(Fig. 2). The BeppoSAX/WFCs have seen many X-ray
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X-ray bursts from 4U1820−30 (see. e.g. Fig. 4). From our
analysis of 21 X-ray X-ray bursts we identified 15 radius
expansion bursts (see e.g. Fig. 5). The maximum peak
fluxes of all the radius expansion bursts do reach the same
value of 5.9±0.3×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1 with a χ2red of 0.82 for
14 dof.
B.10. H1825−331/NGC 6652
Two type I X-ray bursts were first observed by
the BeppoSAX/WFC from the transient H1825−331
(in ’t Zand et al. 1998). A bolometric peak flux of about
0.8×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1 was found over the first 16 s of
each X-ray burst, which had exponential decay times
of about 16 s and 27 s (2–8keV). During a serendipi-
tous ASCA observation Mukai & Smale (2000) found
another X-ray burst. It reached a peak flux of about
0.2×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1 during the first 30 s of the X-ray
burst. No photospheric radius expansion was seen in both
cases.
The RXTE/PCA observed a bright and a weak X-
ray burst from H1825−331. No clear evidence for photo-
spheric radius expansion is found, but we note that near
maximum of the bright X-ray burst the black-body tem-
perature shows a short (∼1 s) and small dip, while the
apparent black-body radius shows a small hump (Fig. 3).
This might indicate that the event reached the Eddington
limit, but that it was not strong enough to cause the pho-
tosphere to expand appreciably.
B.11. A1850−08/NGC 6712
An X-ray burst with a peak intensity of about 1.5 Crab
was observed from the vicinity of A1850−08 with OSO-
8 (Swank et al. 1976). We note here that the peak in-
tensity of the long X-ray burst from 4U1722−30 ob-
served by OSO-8 (see Sect. B.2) also reached 1.5 Crab
(Swank et al. 1977). Assuming the X-ray burst spectra
are similar during the peak (which may not necessarily
be the case since the event from 4U1722−30 showed pho-
tospheric radius expansion), one may infer a peak flux
of about 6×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1. An X-ray flare was re-
ported by Cominsky et al. (1977) using data from Uhuru.
It increased by a factor of 40 in less than 5.5min. The
next 16.7min the intensity decreased with an exponen-
tial decay time of 3.1±0.4min. It may have persisted
for up to 78min. The observed peak flux was about
0.6×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1. Three X-ray bursts were seen with
SAS-3/HTC, of which one showed a weak (factor ∼2)
photospheric radius expansion (Hoffman et al. 1980; see
also Cominsky 1981). Hoffman et al. (1980) found a bolo-
metric peak flux of 6.0±0.2×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1, whereas
Cominsky (1981) report 5.2±0.5×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1 for
the same X-ray burst. The bolometric peak flux we use
in our investigation, as indicated with a
√
in Table B, is
the value derived by Cominsky (1981). The fluxes quoted
by the Hoffman et al. (1980) are calculated from conver-
sions from count rates to photon rates using a Crab-like
spectrum, whereas those quoted by the former derive con-
versions using black-body spectra (see Cominsky 1981 for
a more detailed discussion).
B.12. 4U 2129+12/NGC 7078
A very strong (factor ∼>100) radius expansion burst was
observed by Ginga/LAC from 4U2129+12 (Dotani et al.
1990; van Paradijs et al. 1990). The bolometric peak
flux was about 4.2×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1, with a conserva-
tive error of 0.1×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1. A less strong (fac-
tor ∼10) radius expansion burst was recently seen by
RXTE/PCA, which reached a bolometric peak flux of
5×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1 (Smale 2001). Many more X-ray
bursts were identified in the RXTE/ASM data (Charles
et al. 2002). A Chandra ACIS-S/HETG observation re-
vealed that 4U2129+12 is in fact composed of two bright
sources, separated by only 2”.7 (White & Angelini 2001).
One source, NGC7078 X-1, is associated with AC 211, the
other is identified as NGC7078 X-2. NGC 7078 X-2 is the
most likely source for the X-ray bursts.
Our reanalysis of the event seen by RXTE/PCA
showed similar results (Fig. 3) as those reported
by Smale (2001). We found a bolometric peak
flux of ∼4×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1 near touch-down. The
BeppoSAX/WFC also observed one X-ray burst (Figs. 4
and 5). However, no evidence for photospheric radius ex-
pansion was found, although it reached a comparable bolo-
metric peak flux (∼4×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1) as seen during
the strong radius expansion burst observed by Ginga/LAC
and RXTE/PCA. Note that our method of subtracting the
persistent pre-burst emission automatically also removes
any contribution of AC 211/NGC7078 X-1.
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Table B.1. Observed peak fluxes for the twelve globular cluster X-ray bursters. Peak fluxes from RXTE/PCA obser-
vations derived in this paper have been corrected, see Sect. 3.5; the uncorrected values are given between brackets. Also
given are the instrument with which the events were seen (BSAX refers to BeppoSAX), whether photospheric radius
expansion (RE) was reported or not, and comments. X-ray bursts indicated with a
√
are used to derive the average
weighted bolometric peak flux of radius expansion bursts, Fbb,peak, or the maximum observed bolometric peak flux for
normal X-ray bursts, Fbb,max, see Table 2. References to the relevant paper are given in brackets in the sixth column:
[1] Forman & Jones (1976), [2] Cominsky (1981), [3] this paper, [4] Swank et al. (1977), [5] Grindlay et al. (1980), [6]
Guainazzi et al. (1998), [7] Molkov et al. (2000), [8] Marshall et al. (1979), [9] Inoue et al. (1981), [10] Pavlinsky et al.
(2001), [11] Makishima et al. (1981), [12] in ’t Zand et al. (1999), [13] Sztajno et al. (1987), [14] in ’t Zand et al. (2002,
in preparation), [15] Vacca et al. (1986), [16] van Paradijs & Lewin (1987), [17] Damen et al. (1990), [18] Strohmayer
& Brown (2002), [19] in ’t Zand et al. (1998), [20] Mukai & Smale (2000), [21] Swank et al. (1976), [22] Cominsky et
al. (1977), [23] Hoffman et al. (1980), [24] van Paradijs et al. (1990), [25] Smale (2001).
X-ray burster peak flux satellite/ RE? Fbb,peak ref # of bursts + comment
(10−8 erg cm−2 s−1) instrument or Fbb,max
MX0513−40 0.9–1.7 SAS-3/HTC no [2] range of 4
1.26±0.05 (1.52±0.06) RXTE/PCA no [3] 1
1.99±0.20 BSAX/WFC yes √ [3] 1; strong RE
2.05±0.39 BSAX/WFC yes √ [3] 1; weak RE
4U 1722−30 ≃6.2 OSO-8 yes [4] 1; strong RE
≃5.2 Einstein/MPC yes [5] 1; weak RE
≃5.0 BSAX/MECS no [6] 1
6.23±0.15 BSAX/WFC yes √ [3] 24; all strong RE
7.29±0.06 RXTE/PCA yes [7] 1; strong RE
6.11±0.10 (7.59±0.12) RXTE/PCA yes √ [3] 1 (same as above); strong RE
MXB1730−335 ≃1.7 SAS-3/HTC no [8] average of many X-ray bursts
0.9–1.7 (1.1–2.1) RXTE/PCA no [3] 4
1.66±0.08 (2.06±0.10) RXTE/PCA no √ [3] 1 (of the above 4)
XB1733−30 7.4±1.0 Hakucho/FMC no √ [9] 1
6.3±0.8 Granat/ART-P no [10] 1
XB1745−25 2.0–6.1 Hakucho/CMC/FMC no [11] 14
6.1±0.7 Hakucho/FMC no [9] 1 (of the above 14)
4.74±0.18 (5.89±0.22) RXTE/PCA yes √ [3] 1; weak RE
4.75±0.17 (5.90±0.21) RXTE/PCA yes √ [3] 1; weak RE
MX1746−20 1.77±0.14 BSAX/NFI no √ [12] 1
4U 1746−37 0.50±0.17 SAS-3/HTC no [2] 1
0.75±0.27 SAS-3/HTC no [13] 1 (same as above)
0.46±0.23 SAS-3/HTC no [13] 1
1.0±0.1 EXOSAT/ME yes √ [13] 1; weak RE
0.9±0.1 EXOSAT/ME yes √ [13] 1; weak RE
0.4–0.6 (0.5–0.75) RXTE/PCA no [3] 8
GRS1747−312 1.71±0.06 RXTE/PCA yes √ [14] 1; weak RE
4U 1820−30 6.5±1.3 ANS/HXX no [15] 1
≃6.0 SAS-3/RMC no [15] 22
≃5.2 SAS-3/RMC no [15] 5 (of the above 22)
4.2±0.4 SAS-3/RMC yes √ [15] 6 (of the above 22); all strong RE
5.28±0.19 EXOSAT/ME yes √ [16] 7; all strong RE
≃4.65 EXOSAT/ME yes [17] 7 (same as above); all strong RE
≃6.5 RXTE/PCA yes [18] 1 (superburst); strong RE
5.26±0.12 (6.53±0.15) RXTE/PCA yes √ [3] 1; strong RE
5.9±0.3 BSAX/WFC yes √ [3] 15; all strong RE
H1825−331 ≃0.8 BSAX/WFC no [19] 2
≃0.2 ASCA/SIS no [20] 1
2.87±0.07 (3.57±0.09) RXTE/PCA no √ [3] 1
A1850−08 ≃6 OSO-8 no [21] 1
6.0±0.2 SAS-3/HTC yes [23] 1; weak RE
5.2±0.5 SAS-3/HTC yes √ [2] 1; weak RE (same as above)
4U 2129+12 4.2±0.1 Ginga/LAC yes √ [24] 1; very strong RE
≃5.0 RXTE/PCA yes [25] 1; strong RE
3.81±0.07 (4.68±0.09) RXTE/PCA yes √ [3] 1 (same as above); strong RE
3.9±0.8 BSAX/WFC no [3] 1
